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I. I NTR4DUCT1 QN

ECASI'AR presents a methodology for a systems approach display and
assessment of the potential for energy conservation actions and the.^im-
pacts of those actions. The U.S. economy is divided into four sectbrs --
energy -industry, industry, residential/cflmmercial and transportation.
Each sector is assessed with respect to energy ccnservation actions and
impacts. The four sectors are combined and three strategies for energy
conservation actions for the combined sectors are asses.sed. 1'he three
strai;egies -- national energy conserv.tion, electrification and d^versi-
fication represent energy conservation actions for the ^iear term (now to
1985), the mid term (1985 to 2000) and the far term (2000 and beyond).
The assessment procedure includes input/output analysis to bridge the flows
between sectors and net economics and net energetics as performance criteria
-For the conservation actions. The abbreviated 30 x 30 input/.output analysis
matrix developed in ECASTAR relates dollars, BTIJ's and labor to total
industrial production. The matrix is thought to be . the ideal size for
energy policy analysis. A feature of the assessment methodology is the
identification of targets of opportunity for large net energy savings and
the application of technology to achieve these savipgs. In addition,
citizen's actions for energy conservation are discussed. ECASTAR suggests
areas.and raises issues for detailEd study.

Since aTlJs and qtiads are referred to throughout this report, it,
may be helpful to include in this introductory page.the precisemeaning
of these units of ineasure.

11 OTtI kSritislt 1'hermal llnit) is the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of 1 pound of water I°F.

oifferent fuels, when burned, release different amounts af heat.
There are about 1,000 BTlls i n a cubic foot of natural gas, 5,000 in a
pound of wood, 13,000 in a pound of coal, 125,000 in a gallnii tif gasoline.

One BTU equals 251.9 calories, or 1,055 joules. A calorie is the
metric unit of heat measurement: amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of i gram of water I C. A joule.is  the amourit,of worlc
done in i second to maintain current of I ampere in resistance of 1 ohm.

A quadrillion (quad) is I million-bi33ion BTUs, or 970 billion cubic.
feet of natural gas, or 290 billion kzlowatt-hours of electricity, or
170 milIion barrels of oil, or 40 million tons of coal. Approximately
75 quads of energy were required to meet the needs of the people in the
entire United States in 1974.
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2. CONSERVAT, nN f SSUES

The meaning of the word conservatZon in "energy conservation" is an
issue in itself. 'ihe ECASTAR definition of energy conservation is: The
result of any action that improyes the energy situation in the United
States. Fur:hermore, the terms "energy conservation" as commonly used re-
fer to using energy wisely and shouid not be confused with conservation
of energy as used in thri field of thermodynamiGs.

Each expert queried by the ECASTAR group used the word conserYation
to describe a different concept involving energy production or use.
This is iilustrated by considering the following issues where each issue
uses the word conservation in a different context.

°Should the U.S. employ conservation by substituting plentiful
energy resources for scarce energy resources?

°Should the U.S. employ conservation by curtailing end,use of
energy?

°Should the U.S. employ conservation by increasing the efficiency
of energy-using devices?

'Can conservation be an important way of limiting OPEC power?

°Do you think that conservation will have a strong economic
impact?

°Will the environmental impacts of con.,ervation be significant?

°What political and social impacts might the U.S. expect con-
servation to have?

°Should the U.S. use a systems approaoh to formulate nati.onal.
energy conservation policy?

°Is energy conservation possible? Is it necessary, and is ii±
worth the costs?

°Is electrification (an Electric economy) a conservat^on strategy?

°Is diversification (a broad mix of energy sources) necessari1y a
conservatidn measure?

°Do you perceive any boi:tlenecks to the imp1ementation of
national energy conservation, , diversification or electrificai;ion?

Thesp are some 4f the issues raised and addressed in ECASTAR. The
characterization of conservation is based on the mode of conscrvation
under discussion. The three modes considered in`ECASTAR are:

°Reduced consumptian

°increased efficiency

^
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.°Substitution for scarce energy resources }
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Reduced consumption affects the demand side:of the energy equation.

It can be effected either voluntarily or by mandate. In either case it
may lead to changes in lxfe style if continued over an extended perzod,
although this is not necessarily the case. Reduced consumption may be
institu-bed; even if the supply is suf-Ficient, in order to extend the
supply's lifetime.

Increased efficiency of energy utilization employs technology to
increase the ra •tio of useful output to energy input. This may be viewed
as obtaining more output for the saine input, or the same output for less
input. Another view sees 3ncretzsed efficiency as matching the quality o-F
the energy input to the task, as in the case of using low cluality waste
heat for space heating or hot water heating.

The third mode of energy conservation involves substiiution of energy
forms such as coal or nuclear for oil or gas. In a more generai sense
this category of energy conservation can be realized by resource substitu-
i'ion at any Doint in the produciion or utilization sequence.

3, THE POL! T IOAL ECONON4Y OF CONSERVATION

Political Economy

The politica1 economy of the U.S. is that system which allocates the
res'ources ot society through -che forces of the market and decree of the
government. The principal agents are: the citizens, suppliers of re-
sources and suppliers of final goods and services; labor unions, protectors
of the rights of workers; and the govern ,ment, the overseer of . all and

_	 consumer of resour•ces, goods and services. Conta3ned in the system is
the technoiogica1 purview of the researcher and' engineer. The political
economy takes the psychological and social motivations of the people as

-	 qonstant. Clearly, an even more general system (e.g., anthropological)
would consider these p,sycholo qical and social motivations as varlables.

Energ,y Economics

Two important notions in the decision-making of bqth consumers and
producers are those of substitut3on and elasticity. Consider a general
decis7on-maker (DM).

^

Substitution can sintply be considered as a choice of raw material s,
products, or brocesses which replace some previous choice. Scarcity implies
substitutions. For examp1e, the DM may substitute energy for material
goods or services, energy form -For energy form, output for: output, or smaller

amounts of any of the above for previously larger ones.

The degree.i;o which a DM is responsive to . changes ir•prices and avail-
able funds is caTled "elastici-cy." Price elasticity measpres the ratio
of a proportional change in quantity -bo a proportional change ih price.

Cross price elasticity measures the proportionai responsiveness of
the quantity.of obe good to changes Tn the price of.another:

^

^i,?
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Available funds elasticity measures the relative responsiveness of
the quantity of a good to changes in the amount of funds available.

Elasticity, there-Fore, is an important gauge in measuring the effects
of certain policies that alter energy prices and incomes. It, together

: with the phenomenon of substitution mentioned above, qives insight into
the potentiai re,-.tctions of market forces and government actions in the
area of energy c»nservation.

The macroeconomic aspects of energy economics are schematically re-,
presented by the Economic Actions-Impacts Flow in Figure 1. Because of
the interdependence of the sectors, any action or policy tafcen in one arena
has important impacts in many of the others. Implicit in the flow, for
exampie, are the markets for specific goods and services, markets for speci-
fic types of labor and markets for money. From them come prices, wage
rates and interest rates. These in turn are projected to the micro uni,ts
for everyday decisions. An example in the energy indu'stry is the current
high interest rate structure which, t:,ith inflation 3 impedes large inve'stments
by utilities and oil companies.

The historic relationship of energy consumption to BNP has been
strongly positive. Much of the debate over the "BTU theory of value"
is reiated to the question of whether or not GNP should continue to
grow, and if so, can energ,y consumption remain constant? Efforts to
affe,ct flows to and from the energy industry have significant implications
on the distribu •tion of weaith even if the total pie remains constant.

4. CONSERVATION: TQVIrARD FIRMER GROUND
Historv and Goal.s

ihere are two important facts in the history of econQmic-technical
conservation. The first is that in an era of stable or dec1ining real
prices for energy ('50's, '60's) significant conservation gains have
been achieved by rnany industries and many energy or"fuel producers. The
second is that while energy producers and industry were practicing effi-
ciency, consumer energy.use was being pushed. up by rising sales of energy
intensive goods and services. The time profile for the rerent history
of conservation contains three major periods. The first is the period of
stable or declining real prices of energy brought abouir by government
regulations, expanding supplies and economies of sca1e or efficienry.
This period ended in the late '60's. The second period is one of gradually
increasing energy prices due to genera1 cost increases, government regula-
tions on pallution and health, citizen invalvement in environmental decisions,
and weakening of the supply picture. The th7rd period is identified with
the 1973 embargo and •its aftermath. It is characi;erizad by escalat3on of
energy prices, insecurity of sources, general recession, and.a broad-.
based concern for a long range energy supp1y and consumpt-ion policy.

Gontrast the achievements and failures of unsupervised energy consumptibn
in the two examples:

°The chemical industry has redur.--:d its energy consumption per
pound of product by 50w frcm 1954 to 1971. 

^
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'-The electrical utility industry has been forced to meet an
ever increasing pealc load probiem which strains their capital
resources and forces the use of inefficient peaking plants to
meet consumer demand.

Much is presently being said about setting conservation goals. In
particular, many efforts are being made to encourage cortservation actions
without mandating them. l'his report addresses the question of attainable
goals in considerable detail. A characteristic of current conservation
thinlc3ng is that most proposed changes involve isolated components or sub-
systems of the larger energy supply and use systems. Little or no attention
is given to assessing sweeping redesign of whole energy utilization systemE
and the integration of many proposed sub--systems into larger systems. This
study looks at signif-icant system redesign in the cross-sector examinations
o-F (1) a policy of electri-Fication of the nation's energy use and of (2)
a policy of diversifying the nation`s energy supply as widely as technology
and economies allow.

Conservation opportunities and needs arise out of the context of
present and future societal operations. The choice of an implementation
method of a conservation goai is an altogether different study from that
of identifying targets of opportunity for correctable waste. In particuiar,
all conservation actions must be assessed from the point of application
to the chain of raw materials to intermediate products, and through to
consumer activities. There is good reason to believe that signi-ficantly
more can be achieved in overail impact by attacking the end uses of
products and energy instead of attacEcing just the obvious large consumers
of energy. This is a point of crucial importance in formulating policy
and illustrates the combined power ofi an engineering and economic systems
analysis.

Some examples of conservation gqals which industry and government.
see as attainabie are:

°A 20% industry wide reduction in energy per unit of output by
1980 relative to 1972.

°A 40% improvement in automobile gasoline consumption by 1980 re-
lative to 1974.

°A 40% reduction in energy consumption of new-commercial buildings.

°A 20% improvement in the conversion of fuels to electricity
(40% raised to 50% conversion efficiency) by 1977.

There is considerable tension between government and industry over
establish7ng even voluntary goals, much iess mandatory ones. There is
evidence of resistance to setting goals and providing data to evaluate
attainments. The confl-ict between long--term benefits and actzons which
complicate a product or weaken market potential is going to exist for
some time. Many proposed mandated goals are double the iridustrial goals.
Consumer action goals are also betng considered, both voluntary and mandatory.
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A point which should be emphasized is that conservation is motivated
by same or all of the following:

°A conservation ethic or moral commitment to conservation

°Economic necess7ty

°Legis^ui;ive decree or other government action

Conservation Accounting-Criteria

Acceptable conservat7on actions are those which meet certain criteria.
Rather than these being absolute criter7a, they are relative to conditions
at the time, past history and projections of future needs. The view of
the present and future is dependent on the r •ecognition of the constrairits
on possible actions and on a body of fee1ing called conventional wisdom.
One of the goals of assessment is to examine conventional wisdom and put
a systematic structure into arguments pro and con. Tn today's condition
with uncertainties about reserves and technology some of the criteria are:

°Tmported oil is "more valuable" than domestic.

°Natura1 gas is "more valuable" than domest7c oil.

°Oil is "more valuable" than coal for stationary uses.

00il has no substitute for transportation uses.

°Low sulfur fueis have an undebermined premium over high sulfur
fuels.

°Coal is "less valuable" than a1most any other source.

Most other criteria depend on subjective ran[cing of political and
sacial goals. These criteria apply simply to substitutions of fuels.
The idea is that conservation actions guard the more valuable fuel form.
It is already apparent in this short list that present conditions and
intentions are not rigorously compatible with these criteria. 1'herd is
national conflict of opinion over the ievel of importation of oil. 	 j
Natural gas is treated differently depending on whether it is compared to
domestic or imported fuels and whether it is controlled by federal regu-
lation. The obvious great vaiue of oil is tied ta the large transportation 	 ^!
demand. However, the smoot,h functioning of a refinery d^ictates that products
other than transportation fuels must be produced. This precludes reserving
even this one fuel to its unique use. The same contradiction exists in the
uses of natural gas.

°Net Er. argy Reduction Criterioii

In the area of curtailing demand for energy or products in the hope
of reducing energy consumption, any criterion must carefully specify the
accounting boundary in.determining if net reduction in energy use-has
bcen achieved. The goal of achieving a net benefit by some action directed
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at reducing consumption should be immediately suspect in that the economic
repercussions may be larger than can be controlled. There are many ways of
defeating a cr7terion requiring a net energy use reduction. One way iw to
'replace an activity with another which is more energy intensive or contri-
butes more demand in another area, t#ius leading to a net increase in enErgy
consumption. As an example suppose demand for clothing is reduced by
making clothes last longer. On the surface this saves energy in the Pnergy
intensive natural or synthetic fibers. lt also saves some money for the
consumer. However, almost everything the consumEr might do with his savings
leads to more energy consumption per dollar and generates fewer jobs per
dollar. dust paying taxes is 15°6 more energy consuming than buying men`s
clothes.

Tt is not clear that a criterion requiring an action to generate a
net energy reduction can ever be checked. Without further specification

;	 af actions initiated after the given action there is no way of guaranteeing
I	 that the net effect is known.
^	 .

}	 5trict net energy accounting can be applied to simple substitutions
1	 of rrraterials, components, or subsystem with a view to increasing efficiency.

There are no simple criteria to evaluate the full system substitution or
i	 strategy substitutions. In assessing a major systems change, for example

a portable fuel alternatzve to petroleum, the impacts would be so wide-
^	 ranging that conservation could not carry enough weight to be decisive.
^	 Only narrowly defined actions can be successfully assessed with,respect
i	 to a few sharp Criteria. The larger actions wzll requ •ire impacts and
^	 modeling of the whole picture of economic and social changes for assess-
^	 ment.

^	 `Economic Cr?teria^

^	 In the class of economic criteria two simple ones are to minimlze
^	 initial cost or minimize life cycie costs. The conservation oriented

criterion is life cycle cflsts. For those activit7es in whzch fuel costs
are a large share of operational costs, it p,robably follows that reducing
operating costs reduces fuel consumptiora. The same caution that applied
to fiet energetics applies here. Careful defin-ition of the boundaries of

^	 the system and the Ievei of inputs and outputs is needed-in order to make
comparisons.

°Technical Criteria

The roie of technical cr3teria, such as those in existence or some which
might be defined to reflect peculiarfties such as form value of fuels or
declining reserves, is not clear. The reaiities of the present situation
are that little attentian is paid to tecfinical recommendations.

A Method To Overcome Obstacles

Energy conservation is one of many highly prominent topics today.
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It has certain features which compiicate the organization of discussion,
problem formttlation, anaiysis, and decis3on making. The features include:

°Direct persona1 impact on everyone

°Impact on life style, income, security, aspirations

°Connections tc the "they" in life: big government, big business,
big politics

°involvement of Ecnown and speculative science and technology

°targe scale ittvolvement of environmental, safety and health
issues

°Elements of the infinite: whole nation, whole world, all time

°Appeal to moral and ethical standards

°An element of crisis

°The transient nature of opportunities to correct the system

These features produce a reaction that can be described as conventional
wisdom. Some of these conventional wisdoms are shown underlined below
(with counterpoints mentioned also).

°Conservation is good. jdhat if it causes unemployment, decrease
in productivity and wages, or results in more energy intensive
activities?

°There is a semi-infinite source of economic, safe enere .y accessi--
ble except for some solvable technical problems. Technology has
been wrong or failed to deliver with increasing frequency. The
scale of associated problems and impacts is growing faster than
the scaie of the technology.

.°Conservation measures can be instituted indiyidua1ly. 1'his
ignores the facts of interfuel competition and the ripple effect
of changes throughout the economy.

°Conservation measures should be mandated. Even gradua1ly initiated
mandatory actions.create dislocations which seem to cry for more
action but must be accepted for some time to assess their size and
impact.

°Conservation can alleyiate the ener q.v criszs without decreasin
national prosperity. T e em argoa- ndchanging car buyer attitudes
clearly indicate that reduced demand either volunirarily or invol-
untarily will slow growth and -impede recovery.

°Conservatzan and environmental costs should be internalized.
Majar industry, utilities, and consumers act-ive1y resist
accept7ng either type of cost. Decision ma[cers fear the re-
actian of constituents should these costs be assessed.
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er^er.c^Y use pa^irerns. The^e are much greater pot^htial s in ful l
redesign of the ener0y systeri by beginning transitions now before

^	 supplies restrict options. No mechanism exists in government t'or
^	 accomplishing a system redesign of any major system. No method

exists for assessing large scale social engineering before the
t	 fact.

This body of partitioned thinking, plus the status quo with respect
to existing laws, regu1ations, investments, and job spectra, constitutes
the source of a priori constraints on planning for conservation.

A method must be found and applied wihich transcends the prEjudgment
characteristtic of conventional wisdom, identifies alternate courses of
action compatible with a priori constraints, evaluates their actions, and
assesses their impacts in terms of a posterion constraints and criteria.
An important element of an evaluation leading to concrete decisions (r,ot
just to a"study conclusion") is that the final criteria must spell out
tolerable limits to compromises in the solution. A characteristic of
the conventional wisdom is that it is intolerant of compromise. The ECASTAR
methodology is an attempt to overcome these obstacles.

5, ECASTAR METHODOI.00Y ► 	 7 6 ^2 4 ^ ^
The metfiodology for the ECASTAR study was based on a systems approach

to develop, display and characterize the problem of energy conservation.
A number of toois were used in conjunction with the systems approach
employed. The primury tools were -- INPOT/OUTPUT ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, NET
ECONONIICS and NET ENERGETICS.

The ECASTAR result consists of:

°A methodology for examining energy conservation

°Three i1iustrative assessments -w national energy conservation,
electrification, and diversification

°Some insights into conservation problem areas

There are many considerations between the objective of ECASTAR -
to assess the potential for and impacts of various energy conservation
actions - and the result. Some of these considerations include:

°Establishing a data base on energy in the energy industry,
industry, residential/commercial and transportation sectors
of the U.S.

°Developing constra-lnts and criteria for evaluating conservation
actions

°Ideritifying energy conservation actions in.each sector and class7-
fying those actions with respect to conservation mode

^̂
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°Relating energy conservatlon actions 'in one sector to reactions
or manpower, material, money and energy requirements in another
sector.

°Evaluating the energy conservation actions with respect to
energy and economi+: performance criteria and canstraints

°Evaluating soclal, technical, cultural, political, energy and
economic impacts of energy conservat7on actions

°Bisplaying the result

The above considerations are examined individually below.

Data Sase

The FCASTAR data base was generated from documents as well as inter-
actions with consultants from the public and private sectors. These inter-
actions totaled over 180. In addition 148 proposed pieces of Federal
legislation and 682 State actions were reviewed to gfve bacl:ground to
FCASTAR. The 600 page appendix of ECASTAR cons-bitutes a distillation of the
information processed.

Constraints and Criteria

Some of the constraints and criteria are more flexible in their
application than others. This flexibility depends on the ranking given
to a constraint or criteria. The lower the ranking is the greater the
flexibility. The ranking is a reflection of the importance society gives
to the technical, social, economical, environmental, legal and political
constraints and criteria. An inflexible statement ofa consi:raint is that
actions must not be unconstitutional. A tiexible but highly ranlced criterion
or Set of criteria reiate to "life styles" to improve or lead to minimal
degradation.

The -Following is a list of statements and questions relative to
constraints and criteria:

°Statements

The study shall be confined to the U.5. economy but interactions
with foreign economles shall not be neglected:

Federal and State laws germane to energy conservation must be
cons:idered. Those laws or regualtions blocking a beneficial
conservation action must he noted. If the proposed eriergy
canservation action is not unconstitutional, then consideratioh
should be given to recommending a change in the iaw/s and/or
regulation/s.

r

;
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Existing and proposed energy conservation efforts, economic,
technical and soeial, within the legislative and executive
branches of State and Federal government must be considered.

Parties at interest to energy conservat-ion should not be overlooked.
Identification of those who gain and those who lose must be
included in the study. Losses must be minimized.

Present energy conservation actions in industry must be consider-
ed. ECASTAR proposed actions must not lead to sudden disruptions
in the industrial sector. The disruptions of primary interest
are productivity, employment and dislocations of business and
industries.

"Life style`° changes must be determined for any anticipated
energy conservation action. "Life style" changes should be
minimized as much as possible if the change means a degrada-
tion of "life style". Furthermore any change in life style
should be orderly.

Capital requirements must be determined for antiGipated actions
and the selection of actions must be financially feasible.
Financial feasibility should be considered in terms o-F U.S.
qross national product projections and capital reformation.

Energy conservation actions must consider energy resources
availability. Fossil resources should be conserved using the
fo1lowing priority -- gas, oil, coal.

A11 proposed energy conservation actions must be evaluated in
terms of a net energy savings.

Ali energy conservation actions must consider environmental
impacts and these impacts must be minimal.

The time frames for energy conservation should be
x:
f'
^

i'
k

;.

near-term

mid-term

far-term

1 ¢75-1985

1985-2000

2000-

These time frames are stated on the fact that (1) energy systems
are currently projected to 1985 with reasonable certainty, (2)
energy conservation of immediate impact must be accompli5hed
starrting now and continuing through the present U.S. energy
transition period, (3),the mid-term recognizes that any changes
of the U.S. energy system beyond 1985 musi; be planned now and
those changes will p!^obably."buy.time" for major changes based.
on technology around the year 2000.
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OQuestions

Does the action increase jobs, increase economic activity,
lower costs, pay for itself, increase profits, stabilize energy
supplies to the individual user, prolong usefuiness of investment,
encourage new investment, remove inconvenience, create a sense
of security, enhance life style?

Does the action satisfy the needs for fuel in specialized forms,
save certain fuels (not necessarily OTU's), impact immediately
or in the very near term (e.g., 0 to 3 years), decrease depen-
dence on unstable supplies, increase supplies, prevent profit-
eering, level supply with time, recognize resource limitations
in making fuei choices, increase environmental strain, increase
perception of danger, decrease uncertainty about technical and
economic feasibility of options, subsidize technical or economic
performance, recognize geo-poiitical factors in fuel sources
or fue', choices, distribute sliortages equitably, increase direct
efficiency, reduce unnecessary end-use, penalize selected end-
uses and end-use patterns, satisfy 1ega1 constraints or achieve
variance?

Does the action optimize the system, solve the probiem instead
of a1tering it, save energy and other resources on a net energetics
basis, remove potential sources of a future energy problem,
preserve economic and technical incentives, preserve economic
and technical strength for future major redesign of the energy
system, establish a foundation of knowiedge and experience in
advanced technology, preserve economic strength to meet major
social demands, promote development of industries and infra-
structures less sensitive to fuel form and supply, increase the
stability, flexibility, and adaptability of the energy system,
provide for the transition to the next generation of fue1s and
uses, increase reliable options, a11ovifor alleviation and
solution of problems of urbanization, distribute unavoidable
impacts equitably?

Some of the user criteria questions relate to supplies of special
fuels which depend on supplies of large volume products or supplies for
non-fuel purposes or specialized end-uses. Natural gas.is  singled out
immediately as having special non-fuel end-uses, and specialized clean
fuel uses. Aviation fuels depend on the production in para11e1 of other
transportation fuels which in turn depend on the production of unspeciai-
ized products li[ce heating oil to c qmpensate seasonal demand. Some inhouse
electrical generation which indirectly saves oil or gas in turn depends on
the need for coke and has Rttendant poilution problems.

In summary there are few if any strictly technical ar strictly time
independent cr:teria in the.energy system or i n cons.ervation..

^
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Identif,Zing and Classifying Energy Conservation Actions

Varfous energy conservation act3ons germane to the four sectors were
identified and screened to determine some of i~he-major actzons that minht
be ta[cen. Some of these actions by sector include:

°Energy Industry
Coa1 gasification, in situ shale oil production, improved
recovery techniques for oil and gas, importation of liquid
natiral gas, and deregulation of natural gas prices.

°Industry
Increased combustion efficiency, process improvement, and
good housekeeping.

°Residential/Conunerciai 	
d

Reduce consumption and increase efficiency of buildings
and systems for HVAC, reduce consumption and increase
efficiency of domestic hot water systems, install heat
pumps in 100% of electricaliy heated sing1e family residences
in period 1975-1985, use soiar enerqy for space heating
and cooling and hot water heating, and mandate standards
for lighting in all new and existing commercial structures.

°Transportation
Substitute alternate fuels for petroleum, reduce demand
for transportation, improve efficiencies in transportation
systems, and cFaange existing government regulations on
transportation.

Relating-Energy Conservatiori Sector Iictions To Other Sectors' Re uirements

Actions by sector were related to other sectors in two ways: (1)
input/output analysis, and (2) considering actions in sets which cons}itute
the scenarios or strategies of nationa1 energy conservation, electrification
aru diversification.

Input-output analysis was seen as a tool which would allow the group
to evaluate the multiple impacts of either a specific conservation action
or a set of actions occurring simultaneous1y in an economy. The tool was
modified in a way that would pArmit the tracing of both labor and energy
flows. Thus an action which originate+i in one industr y but impinged on
all industries could be systematically manitored. Orie nove1 use of the
analysis was in the identification u,` conservation targets of oppartunity.
The pinpointed "targets" were intermediate interindustry product flows
which, while not being large in terms of dallar flows, were nonetneless
large in terms of B1'U flows.

Evaluatin^7 Actions With Res ect To Constraints and Criter-ia

NET ENERGETICS and NET ECONCMICS were considered in evaluating energy
conservation actions. Net energetics accounts for initial energy use, 1
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life cycle energy use, and the embedded energy in manufacturing and
raw materiais including energy required for production and transportatian.
Net economics is the analog of net energetics and concerns life cycle cost.
Life cycle cost combines first cost with the expected energy costs aver the
life of the system. The system with the lowest life cycle energy (or life
cycle cost) is deemed the most effective system.

Re1ated to the attempt to minimize ef-Eort or expense is the concept
of waste. One might consider was`be as the measure of hot,r much effort
and expense a process uses over its respective minimum. The problem of
identifying waste may be reduced to evaluatina alternate inputs to the
process or to evaluating the size and character flf the rejected streams
of energy and mater-ials. One principal reason for actual efficiencies
never matching theoretical ones is that the"constraints of time, materials,
money and markets determine the system's operating point. 4lithin the system,
there are various forms of waste that may be identified. They are not all
inclusive nor mutually exclusive. They are mentioned to depict some important
problem areas. One can consider outright energy waste as that consumption
which can be stopped with little or no expenditure of labor, capital cr
other costs. System wdste may flow from the types of production and con-
sumptive devices which ?mploy energyy, the forms in which energy inputs are
utilized, and/or the failure to take into account the recycling potentials
of the components of the system. Some of these may be easily correctable,
but others may entail a complete restructuring of present systems.

Constraints and criteria have been discussed. Each action was examined
against those constraints and criteria to determine the desirability of
a particular action or set of actions.

Evaluating Impacts of Energy Conservatinn Actiotis

The group constructed the ECASTAR energy input-output matrix and used
it to investigate the positive and negative aspects of impacts on the
economy resulting frorTi a conservation action or set of actions. The model
uncovered material bott1enecks, potential labor shortages, and effective
conservation actions.

Displaying The Result

ECASTAR and this summary constitute two displays of the results.

6. EXA:MPLE OF i NPUT-OUTPUT ANALYS I S N76  12467

The ECASTAR energy -input-output model consists of thirty sectors.
Represented in this group of thirty are five energy producing s;ectors,
fifteen manufacturing -industries, two residentZai and commercial sectors,

=	 and'ei:ght service industries. The list of sectors is given in Tab1e 1.
The model is capable of tracing impacts of an ac-bion in three dimensions:
dollars, BTU's of energy, and Tabor.

^
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TABLE 'i. IIiDUSTRY GROUPS CONTAINED IN Tfi£ ECASTAR INPUT-OUl'PUT MOnEL

Gr— oup Croup Title
1 Livestock, agricultural products, forestry produci;s and

related services (SIC 01-09)
2 Iron, nonferraus minin	 (SIC 10)
3 Coal mining (SIC 11-12gj
4 Crude petroleum and natural gas (SIC 13)
5 5tone, cl ay mi ni ng , chemi cal s and -i•erti 1i zer mi neral

mining (SIC 14)
6 New construction, mairtenance and repai:^ construction

(SIC 15-16)
7 Ordnance and accessories (SIC 17r19)
8 . Food and kindred products, tobacco manufactures (SIC 20-21)

9 Textiles, apparel, textile products {SIC 22-23}
10 Lumber, wood products, furniture (SIC 24-25)
11 Paper and allied products (SIC 26-27)
12 Chemicals and a11ied products (SIC 28)
13 Petroieum refining and related indusi;ries (SIC 29)
14 Rubber, leather products (SIC 30-31)
15 Glass, glass products, stone and clay pl^nducts.

lfi Rrimary Metals (SIC 33)
17 Metai container, fabricated rnetal products (`:.IC 34)
18 Machinery (SXC 35)

19 Household applianGes (SIC 363)
20 E1 ectri c 1 i ghti ng and wi ri na equ i pntent (S IC 364)
21 Miscellaneous electrical machinery (SIC 36)
22 Motor vehicles and other transportation equipment (SIC 37)
23 Mxscellaneous manufactu ring (SIC 38-39)
24 Transportation and warehousing (SIC 40-47)
25 Communicatians, except radio and TV (SIC 48)
25 Clectric utilities (SIC 491)
27 Gas utilities (SIC 492)
28 Water and sanitary services (SIC 494)
29 Wholesale and reirail trade (SIC 50-521
30 Oi±her services, government enterprises (SIC 60-80)

^
F
^

^

Y	 ^

^
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ConserVai;zon Actions Considered

°A 30% increase in fuel efficiency applied to the chemicals
and refined petro7eum groups.

°A 40°6 reduci;ion in fuel used in the transportation and wareho,using
group.

°Manufacfuring. of smaller automobiles using 25% less si;ee1 and
;
	 rubber

;	
°A communicai;ions/i;ransportation trade-off.

Resul ts of Input-Output Anal,ysi s

°Industrial Fuel Ffficiency Action

Using advanced technology it was suggested that by 1985 fuel efficiencies
can be i ncreased by 30% i nthe chemical and petrol eum re-Fi ni ng i ndusi;ri es .
The impact on tota1 BTl!'s purchased will be 30 t:mes the proportion of
transacted energy going for combusirion purposes. A rough, conservative
esi:imate for the chemicais and refining sectors is 70% [CAC-74]. Thus, the
direct impaci; on total BTO's will be a decrease of approximately 20%.

energy requirement, the amount available to other sectors would increase.
be no major identifzabie indirect impaets. As a resuli; of this lower

If i;his reduction was achieved wiirh no change in outpuir'there would

The use of advanced technology means i;hat the transaci:ed BTUs per
dollar outpui; valu,e would be lowered. A majozrity of i:he ouirput produced
Gy the chemical and pei:roleum refining sectors is sold as inputs to other

	
^

industries-y-noi; direc-bly to finai.markets. Thus, the increased efficiencies
	

^

iobtained'in these two sec-bors are distributed throughout the interindusi;ry
	

.	 ^

si:ructure. An increase in the final demand for a product wh-ich has a
large amount of.embedded chemical product input implies tha-b the overall

:	 product efficiency will increase, if i;he energy imbedded in the inpuirs is
"charged" to the output sector. Through this accounting scheme, i;he
combined impaci: of a.change in final demand and the increased fuel effi-

=	 ciency can be assessed... Fina3 demand, not toi;al outpui;, drtves the demand
side of the system. Total output is of interest primarily when.acirual
outpui; is 7ess than esttmated total output. To put it another way, knowing
that the BTlis per dollar of chemical output has declined is of lii:tle value
uni;il.,you know where and haw much of 1-b ends up in other industries. A
cFiange of the energy accouni;ing scheme helps ideni;ify energy i•Iows,. and
particularly thtise thai: are "targets of conservai:ion potential." The struci;ure
and composition of fina7 domand are ` quii;e irnportant when impacts of t

^:



engineering actions are evaluated, An extreme examp1e would be a process
which cuts energy Consumptian by alarge percentage. If this industry
has a small, static level of final'demand, the process improvement may
not make even a marginal •impact.

°Reduction In Freight P'ue1 Requiremehts Action

A 40% reduction in the transportation and warehousing group, which
includes railroads, motor freightg air f.ransport TSand water transport,
would imply savings of 1.74 x 10 and 2.06 x.10	 BT!!s in 1980 and 1965
respectively. For given prices of fuels, a 40% reduct-ion of fuel use has
the added impact of moderating the cost of transport and hence ultimately
the cost of final goods and services.

Since prices cannot be explicitly estimated from the I-0 model,
some potential impacts can only be suggested. If fuel use in transporta-
tion decreases, what happens to transport prices? tidould there be any shift
to rail and water transport? There are many indirect impacts to be
examined if any substitution is involved.

°Altered Automobi1e Requirements Action

As an example, the model was applied to the known data base of 1967.

In 1967 the automobile sector produced total output valued at 73.5
billion (1967) dollars. Xn producing that output the indusi:ry reguired
over 6 billion dollars of input from the primary metals indusf-ry and
over 1 billion dollars of inp l it from the rubber and allied products sector.
A 25% reduction Tn si:eel and rubber required by the trartsportation manu-
facturing industry would have resulted in a 3% decline in output from
primary metals and a 1.5% decline in output from rubber and alliSd products<
The direct energy impact would have been a reduction of .3 x 10 BTUs.

These reductions imply a reduction in employment of 40,000 in primary
metals and 13,000 in the rubber industry. Note that -bhese numbers are
rough estimates only. The level of aggregation used in the ECAS1'AR model
does not permit a refinement in the estimates--one would have to utflize a
larger I-0 model.

A reduction in output of this magnftude would have ca^.:sed subsidiary
impacts in the economy. What would have happened to final demand as a
resu1t of a shift away from heavier.cars? Suppose the value of transporta-
tion ootput stayed constant. Then the reduct-ion in steel and rubber implies'
decreases in the final demands for al1 sectors included in the model.
The cumulative effect af the reductions in primary metals and rubber wouid
have amounted to .8% of 1967 GNP. This reduction.. would have.been accompanied
by a decrease of over 400,000 in total empIoyment. The new levels of.
fina1 demand imply new 7evels vf 'ouirput. This iterative process wnu1d
eontinue until all the indirect ef-Fects were included.

9
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The auto example shows the possibility of many potentially important
indirect impacts. For example, if primar,y metals production is down and
workers are laid off, what subsidiary impacts are likely to play havoc
with the pattern of final demand? Sales of durable consumption items
usually do not fare too well in sluggish times, nor do auto sales. If
smaller cars are priced on a level with larger cars such that sa1es do
not increase, the accumulation of inventories (excess supply) impacts on
the production cycle. A 20% decline in auto sales vriil reimpact on primary
metal production, this time with more force, as weii as on all other sectors.
It would be a mistalce to peg economic yrowth sole1y with energy growth.
While the two are casually related, there is no fixed relationship governing
GNP growth. A recession brought about by adopting questionable actions in
the name of conservation would be an extremely myopic and costiy strategy.

°Communication - Transportation Trade-Off Action
;'
`	 The possibility of consPrving energy by substituting communications
for transportation Vras considered. Vdhat would happen to employment and BTl3
use if 1 billion dollars were shifted from the transportation and warehouse
sector to the communications sector? Most of the subst-itution t-rould
originate in industry. Th.e transportation-warehouse group included travel
for business purposes. fVo othar category, except possibly wholesale/retail
trade, appeared to be directly impacted by the substitution.

Direct additionil energy use in the communications sector would
increase by 1.0 x 10 BTUs. Energy saved in12the transportation-ware-
house group would be approximately 60.5 x 10 	 8TI1s, or a 60 fold savings.
A one billion dol1ar increase for communications would imply an additianal
44,000 jobs. A one billion dollar decrease in transportation would imply
a loss of close to 54,000 jobs. The indirect effects would center on com-
mun7cation equipment manufacturing, fabricated metals, chemicals and
allied products,transportation manufacturing, primary metals, petroleum
refining, and stone, clay, and glass products. The indirect effect on the
final demand for manufactured trucks and automob7les is a decline of nearly
25 million dollars; the indirect effect on wholesaie and retail trade is a
decline of 86 million. These effects together amount to a decline of over
10% of i:he initial output change. These indirect negative impacts are not
offset by positive impacts accrued by increasing output in the communications
sector.

The picture becomes more complicated if the structure of retail and
wholesale trade is greatly altered. For this type of trade-off to make an
imprint, a change in final demand far greater than 1 billion dollars is
required. At higher levels the inputs needed by an expandang communications
industry may well be the bottlenecks.. The input-output model can be used
to simu1ate alternative magnitudes of trade-offs--which would yield measure-
ment of the indirect requirements. Growth 2n the communications sector
has a differenir implication than does growth in the ` transportation sector.
These changes would need to be examined closely. This is but one example
which suggests that canservation can be achieved by altering the sector
shares of GNP; thus altering the composition, not.the size, of the economic
pie. It is not clear that effecting a redistribution permits onO to fceep
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the same sized pie. The communications/transportation trade-off suggests
that, primarily because of indirect effects, the pie would shrink, i.e.
GNP would dec1ine.

The four examples given above illustrate what can be done using an in-
put-output analysis. ECASTAR does not give an in depth picture of indirect
impacts but emphasizes the need to consider such impacts.	 e

7. THREE STRATAGIES EOR CONSERVATION 3 X 7 6 12 4 Izov 8- ....	 _ .^ .v uv .+,

The three strategies considered as energy conservation oriented are
NATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION, ELECTRIFICATION, and DIVERSIFICATION.

7.1 NATIONAL ENERGY CONSERIIATION - NEAR TERM (NOW - 1985)

The actions considered were as follows: (1) roll back the price
of newly discovered oil; (2) force conversion of many power plants from
gas and oil to coal; (3) freeze gasoline production for 3 years at 1972
levels; (4) mandate automobile mileage improvemetits; (5) require industry
to improve energy efficiency; (5) require manufacture of household appliances
with greater efficiency. The resu1ts, based on the Input-Output analysis
technique, showed that considerable gas and oil would be saved by forcing
switches to coal. However, the large scale switch to coal was shown to
require greatly increased outputs from many other industries. These oui:puts
(called indirect requirements) in turn required more energy. It was estimated
that neariy 2.5 quads of additional coal were needed to produce these in-
direct requirements.

Also, the indirect requirements created more jobs. If the switch
to coal use is the only action considered, the increase in projected employ-
ment is 	 large. If the switch to coal is assessed in conjunction with
actions 

?uite
3) -(6), the indirect requirements and consequently increased

employment ara significantly less. This illustrates the Group's philosophy
that the impacts of energy conservation can be both unexpected and large_
Consequently, all actions must be carefully analyzed before they are imple-
mented.

Each of the six actions is described and di.scussed in more detail in
the succeeding paragraphs.

Oil Pricing Proposal

This action is to immediately lower the prtce of currently uncontrolled
domestic "new" oil from $11.28 to an average of $7.50 per barrel, and
over a period of time raise the price of controlled domestic "old" oil
from $5.25 to $7.50 a barrel. Certain high recovery cost oils would be
priced at an average $8.50 a barrel. In addition, an inflation and ad-
justment factor is included. Essential to the proposal is the satisfaction

F̂
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of two crateria:

°To increase domestic productiun

°To reduce the price of energy to the consumer

Increased Ose Of i;oal

This action provides for the utilizat3on of coal in all power plants
With existing coal facilities and for the conversion of sufficient natural
gas fired plants to alleviate natural gas shortages. The FEA has reviewed
the status of existing power plants and has found 155 boilers at 79 stations
with a combined capacity of 25,000 MlJ which could be converted to coal
without- major modification. In addition it is proposed that a sufficient
number of gas fired plJnts are converted to oil to overcome a deficit of
1.1 trillin_n cubic feet/year of natural gas.

The,e combined actions would reduce natural gas requirements in existing
power plan t's from 3.4 to 2.3 MMCF/year, oil requirements from 527 to
505.9 million bbl/year and increase coa1 needs from 389.3 to 427.3 million
tons/ year. At $11/bbl for oil, the direct improvement in the balance of
payments tqould be $233 million/year. One problem is that of obtaining
sufficient coal supplies. Both power plant construction and mine develop-
nierat require significant lead times so that future coal requirements and
availibility may be projected at least three years with a relatively high
;iegree of accuracy. The schedu1ed startup of new fossil fuel-fired plants
and the opening of new mines show no expected surplus of coal by 1977.
However, it was found that an additional 31.4 million tons/year might be
produced by 1977 if an aggressive development program were underta[cen today.
While this is still somewhat short of the 38 million tons/year renuired for
11 FEA conversions, it does indicate that the conversion process could
be completed before 1980. in the interim period it may prove advantageous
to import coal to alleviate any transient deficit.

Restriction Of Gasoline Use

Quring the period of the embargo in 1973 which was imposed an us by the
OPFC countries, there was a short supply of most petroleum products.
As a consequence, Congress passed the Fmergency Petroleum Allocation Act
in an attempt to ensure that a11 regions of the country were dealt with in
an equitable ^^ianner by the oil industry. Allocation agencies or state
energy boards had authority to implement these regulations. The BPAA
expiration date is August 31, 1975, so these agencies are still in existence
even though the embargo has been lifted and there are presently adequai;e
supp1ies of fuel.

Because fuels are readily available, gasoline consumptian is again
increasing. This consumption would increase faster if ai1 is regulated
at lower prices. To p;revent higher rates of gasoline consumption, it is
desirable to consider an action that would keep gasoline consumption at a
fixec.i level equal to that of 1974. To achieve this fixed level implies
that the ailocatton policies would have to be retained, i.e. the FPAA vrould
have to be continued.



An auxiliary action that has a bearing on this is the possibility that
regulations may be passed aimed at increased •Fuel economy for automobiles.
Large fuel savings can be achieved by increasing fuel efficiency, but the
automobiie manufacturers must have lead times to realize improvements. Since
it is believed that quite significant economies can be realized by 1978, it
seems reasonable to continue allocation-through that year. Further, alloca-
t7on enforcement for three years may lead increasinqly to public resentment.
For these reasons, it is proposed that the allocation period should begin
January 1, 1976, and run through Uecember 31, 1978. Since the President
of the United States must execute the program, it is intended that he should
be given extraordinary powers to carry out this action. If it is found
that a fixed ievel of gasoiine consumption can be easily met, it would be
desirable to give the President power to achieve further reductions in end
use if possible. It is proposed that he wou1d be allowed to achieve another
4% reduction in gasoline usage if feasible under recognized socio•-economic
constraints. In later discussion, the probable effects of this action will
be studied.

Niandatory Automobi 1 e Effi-c i ency

This proposal is to set minimum average miles per gallon requirements
on the yearly pr-oductYon of autos manufactured as follows: ;9

MODEL YEARMPG

;	 1978	 18.5

1979	 19.5
^ 

1980	 20.5
^

1985	 28.0  	 ^

^

!	 Industrial Efficiency Improvement

I,

	

	 Approximately 40% of all energy consumed in the Un^ted States is used
by 7ndustry. Of this amount, apprnximately 70% (9 x 10 barrelslday)
is consumed in manufacturing, and over 80% of the latter amount (22% of

^ all U.S. energy) is used by the 2,000 largest energy consuming manufacturers.

Studies by the FEA have indicated (a) that very substantial savings
^	 of energy consumption per unit of product t:an be achieved by most industrial

firr«s and (b). that over 27% improvement in energy efficiency per unit of 	 i
output could be achieved by 1990 xn six energy-intensive primary goods 	 1
industries.

1"his action assumes that.these industries cauld accomplish a voluntary 	 i
20% reduction in energy cons.umption by 1985. 'Ihe program would be voluntary
since many peopie feei that rising fuel costs will be suffic-ieni: incentive 	 }
for industry to reduce consumption. In fact, many companies have already

,

	

	 indicated that such reduction perccntages are fully within their Capability.
This may be.an understatement of their pot^ntial in view of the foct that
several industries have already reduced thEir energy consumption by more
than 7..5% by simply implementing non-captza1 intensive good housekeeping

^	 •	
•	

^

.. .	 -	 - - - -- -	 --^^, _ - -	 _	 - — --	 ---------	 -
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measures. The FEA estimates that approximately 2 x 10 6 barrels of oil
eguivalents /day (4.2 quad/year) can be saved if the 2000 largest energy
consuming manufacturers improve their energy efficiency by 20% by 1981.

Although this reduction in consumption is believed to be well within
the capability of most ;iianufacturers, it is the general consensus that
such savings can be a`,tafned only if the top management officials of
each firm work dilia^.-nt1y to achieve the objective of imp^oving each firm's
energy efficiency.

Since most of -^;hQ non-capital intensive, good ho lisekeeping type con-
servation measures f,ave already been implemented in attaining the apprvxi-
mately 7.5% savingF discussed above, the remaining reduct7on in consumption
would require a capital commitment of varying degrees.

Energy Labelinq And Efficiency Standards For Appliances

Energy used in the residential sector accounts for 19 percent of
total energy consumed in this country. In 1970, 95% of residential
energy consumption was for the following end uses: space heating (68%),
water heating (15%), cooking (5%), refrigeration (3%), clothes drying (2%)
and air conditioning (2%). Thus this area offers high potential for
energy savings, and considerable attention has been focused on increasing
the efficiencies of appliances to effect these savings.

This action ca11s for the achievement of a 25% reduction in energy
usage of new major energy cons:+ming consumer products relative to their out-
put by 1980 as compared to their usage in 1974.

Input-Out^put Anaiysis Df National Energy Conservation

Let S refer to actions relating to substitution of coal for oil and
gas. Following the discussion of the six proposed actions, substitution
refers to a 100% switch ahay from gas and a 50% switch away froni oil to coal
in generating electricity. Let E refer to actions directly fmpacting on
industrial energy efficiency. The major action is a proposed 20% improve-
ment in industriai energy use in the time frame 1985. Let C refer to
actions which impact on the consumption sector. Included in this category
would be inandated improvements in miles per gallon and home appliance
operation efficiency.

;	 The aSsessments of actions in sets S and.E were made using the
F `	 ECASI'AR energy input-output model. Actions in set C were evaluated outside
!	 the conteYt of the I^-0 model. The years 1967, 1980, and 1985 were selected^

in order to trace what the secondary impacts were iike1y to be. Each t-ime
s'	 period is analyzed separately.

(
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°1967-The Base

Energy source requirements for 1967 are presented in Table 2. If
the prdposed actions which directly iMpacted on industry had -been imple-
mented ^[n 1967, averall. xndustY^y energy savi,ngs would have been approximately
12.5%. Note that industry 1ncludps mining, constructaon, manufacturing,
and services. The direct impact of substittition is a shift in the s,iurce
requirements. In 1967 over 3 additional quads of coal would have beE+n needed.
5ubstitution raises an interesting question. Was there the excess caaac-^^Ey
to produce 3 more quads of coal? Would there have been sufficient qu^^ntii:ies
of inputs into coa1 mining -- water, steel, rail cars, employntent? TN► e
magnitude of these secondary requirements determines how feasible the substi-
tution is. Note also that since the 6CASTAR model does not have a nuciear
sector, some of the burden which fa11s on coal wi11 be directed ta aii:erna-
tive energy sources -- nuclear, for example.

The indirect impacts of substituting coal for oil and ga5 are sub-
stantial. In 1967 d'ollars, the substitution would have implied a biliion
dollar increase in coal praduction. To achieve this additional production
almost 3/4 of a quad of additional energy would have to be used. Further-
more, the increased coal production would require:

primary metals output to increase by 2%

water output to increase by 1 1/2%

machinery output to increase by 1%

vehicie manufacturing (primariiy rail) output to increase by 6%

transportation and warehousing output to increase by 3%

The implied indirect increases in manpower would be an additional:

45,000 for coal mining

27,000 for steel manufacturing

117,000 for transportation equipment

85,000 for transportat7on

While these estimates need to be qualified, given the aggregation
inherent in the model, they nonetheiess point out that major secondary
impacts are liltely to occur. These ga7ns, moreaver, are not offset by
the decline in gas and oi1 allocated to electric utilities.

The direction and magnitude of the indirect impacts . suggest that
substitution may be more easi7y implemented when the economy is slack.
Such substitution might well fuel an economic recovery. However,, adopting
substitutien when the eco.nomy is rapidly moving towards fu11 employment
will necessarily increase competition for industry outpui:. A trade-off.
in a growing economy, between energy substitution and other areas of growth,
could well alter patterns of'investmetlt and oonsumption'for years to come`.
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, TABLR 2i GOMPARIS0N 0F ENERGY RRtts.. ►IREMENTS
UHDER VARIOUS CONSERVATION ACTIDNS

1967

( x1Cx15 BTU' S)

Action(s)	 Fr"FlftEn	 I:ATL^4RL
COAL	 rETROLF.t â !!	 GAS	 'rOTAI.

	

pasc	 (1)	 14.8	 26.1	 10.45	 59.35

	

S	 (2)	 18.1	 25.6	 15.65	 59.35

	

S and	 E (3 )	 15.7	 20.8	 15.30	 51.80

	

E	 ( 4)	 l2.5	 22.0	 17.9	 52.4.0

(1) 8ase Casa-eureau of Labor 5tatistics

(2) Substitution Actions (Coal for oii and gas as .;tscussed)

(3) SubstituEion and industrial efficiency inprovements

(4) lndustrial efficiency improvements only.

TABLE 8, OpMPARISON 0F ENBRGY REQUiREMENTS
iJNDER VARIOUS COPiSERVATTON ACTIONS

1980

(xi015BTU'S)

Action{s}	 REFINIM
CDAL

NATUFUIL

PE7fi0LEUlt fr15 TOFAI.

6d6e Case (l}	 24.6	 34.9 39.9 99.4

s	 (2)	 34.0	 37.86 27.5	 . 99.36

5 and E	 (3)	 31.72	 32.70 25.0 89•4

E	 (4)	 24.17	 33 45 32.56 90.18

(1} ' .gase Case-Bureau of Labor statistics

(2}	 SiEbstitution Actions.(Coal for oil and gas aa discussed)

(3)	 5ubstitutinn and industrial efficiency improvements

(h)	 Industrial efficiency imprnvements only.

- . [

{	 .. '	 ..	 .	 ..	 ..	 . 	.	 • '	 .	 .	 .	 ':

TABt:E Q-.	 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMBNTS ASSOCIAT ED

WiTH THB SUBSTXTl3TI0N STRATBGY
; J.980

I;
j Iudustry group ,	 Additional nz:put Additionai

grnirttt required tabo-r requit'ed t
;

primary znetals	 Q.e ^11.0

OR^^3N1^ ^^L^^. IS kater	 l.0

^

[
&p^^R .^U^^

0.6

€
Machinery	 2.0 84.0

,i
; 'Eransportatibn manufacturing 	 0.3 . 44.

j Transportation	 2:3 92.0

^ Retaii/wholesale trade	 o.4 50.0

Chemicals and allied.:praducts 	 L!.
-,

10.0
{

^

I..	 ,

^..^_

.
..

^
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Implementxng only the industriai eff •iciency standards would have pro-
duced an 11% reduction in overal1 energy use in 1967. The indirect impaci:s
assoctated with efficiency •improvements are far less than for substitution.
The majar drawbacK to a policy aimed only a,t increasxng efficiency •is that
ii: may nofi reduce the energy requirement of oil and natural gas enough to
curtail imports. This presents ser •ious problems in the 1985 case -- where
estimafed naiiural gas requirements are over 40 quadc.

°1980 Projections

6stimated energy demand by source for 1980 is given in Table 3. The
1930 base case was based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics projected estimates
for 1980 and 1985. This case is very much i •ike a historical growth extra-
polation. While historical growth •is unli{ceiy to pace the future, if is

^	 nevertheless instructive to compare the effectfveness of conservation actions
^	 to thi s si;andard .

By 1980, if the substitution strategy had been followed, the additiona1
requirement in coal production would be almost 10 quads. If both the
substitution and efficiency strategies were followed, almost an addit•ional
6 quads of coal would be needed.

The indirect requiremeni;s in terms of quads needed to produce the
additional coal would be 2.4 quads for subst-itution only and 1.4 quads
for both subs •tifution and increased efficiency. Tabie 4 highlights the
additional requirements which wou1d be necessary to permit the substil;ution.
Note thai< these projections are requirements above the 1980 projected out-

j	 put levels. A defailed analysis of each major industry's capacity to
i	 expand would be necessary to complement the assessment of substitution.

Those numbers should be compared relative to the projected growth of
fhe input indusi;ries. Table 5 provides a perspective of what an additional
1% in growth implies. Employment estimates do not tafce productivity changes
into consideration.

Table 6 presents energy requirements under the assumption natural gas
demand is heid constant af 1974 levels. Considerable quad savings can be
brough-b aboui; by accepting a 1.5°6 decrease in &NP relal;ive to what it would
have been for the 1980 base case. It has been pointed out in earlier
chapters that a reducfion in final demand w •ili •imply overall energy savings.
Note, however, as final demand falls, so does GNP.

i	 °1985 Projection
i

^	 Tables 7, 8, and 9 summarizo the energy and re7ated xnpuf requirements,

for various cases in 1985. The S and E conserrrat •ion proqram appears to
save 11%, relative to the 1985 base ca;:e. However, to bring abouf the
substituir •ion, ano-^her 2.5 quads of indi^rec-^, imbedded energy would I^e required..	 _	 Y

I	 ° ^

I
i
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TABLE 5.	 PROJECTED OUTPUT GROWTH FOR SELECTED
THDUSTRTES FROM 1967 to 1980

1967. 1980 1967 i980
IND1i5TRIES	 TQTAL OuTPUT TOTAL OUTPUT EtdPLOYMEWT E14PLOYi4EN T

f$ x lOg ) ($x lOg) ( x 103) ( x 103)

Primary metals 50.9 86.5 1350 2220

4iater 2.8 4.0 46 59

Machinery 63.6 111.0 1390 4180

Transportation 70,4 125.0 1950 3320
manufacturing

Transportation 46.8 75.6 2830 4060

Retail/wholesale 162.0 256.0 1615t; 25300
trade

Chemica7s 46.5 84.9 1001 1800

TAULE . 6, CQMPARISOH OF ENERGY OUTpUT REQUIREMENTS
UNDER VARIOUS CONSERVATION ACTIONS

ASSUMING FTNAL DEMAND FOR
NATURAL GAS IS FrXED

AT 1974 LEVFLS

( x10 1 S STU `S )

Action(s)	 Refined	 Natural

	

Coal	 Petroleum	 Gas	 Total
Base	 (1) 26.1	 38.5	 30.1	 94.7

	

s(2) 33.9	 37.9	 22.5	 94,4

	

S and.E(3) 31.7	 32..6	 20:4 .	 84.7

E(4) 24.2	 33.3	 27.5	 85.1	 j
,

(l) Rase Case-Bureau of.Labar,Statistics

(2) Substitution Act-ions (Coal for oil and gas as discussed) ,..g

(3) Substifution and industriai efficiency improvements
•	 ,

(4) industrial efficiency improvemenfis only.

^
^.. ,

f,
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TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF ENEROY REQIJIREMENTS

UNDER UARIOUS COHSBRIIATION ACTZONS

^.985

(x1015BTU'S)

	Refiued	 ifatural

Actien(s)	 Coal	 Petrolcum	 Gas	 Total

Oase core(1 )	 29.0	 49.0	 44.0	 122.0

5 (z1	 41	 48.^	 33.0	 122.3

5 and 8 (3}	 37.1	 44.0	 31.0	 112.1

E(4 )	 28.5	 46:2	 41.7	 116.5

(1) 4ase Case, Bureau cf Labor 5tatistics

(2) 5ubstitution action (coal for oil and gas es discussed)

(3) 5ubstitution and ]ndustrial Efficiency lmprovements

(4) Tndustrial Efficier.cy lmprovements Only

TABl.L 8. ADRITZONAL REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED
WITH Tf{E SUBSTITUTI0N STRATEGY P)

1985

lndustry	 Additional output	 pdditioiial lahor
Graup	 aroiach requir=d	 requ4red

x 103

Primary metals	 1.8	 14

Hater	 1.4	 1

Machinery	 3.2	 1

Transportation	 0,45	 41
Manuracturinrg

Trabsportation	 3.5	 99

Retail/wholesale
trade	 0.7	 71

Chemicals	 14	 12

(1) Substitutinn strategy is switching 1n0% away from natural gas and 50%
away from oil as discussed

TABLE , 9.	 PROJECTEQ OUTPUT GROWTH FOR S EE^CTEI}
II^DUSTRIES FRO^! 1980 to 1985	 1)

1980 19F5 1980 1985

lndustrics	 Total Uutput Tota1 t3u,put Labor Labor

$	 x109 $	 x109 x103 x103	 -

primary 13etals	 86.5 04.2 2220 2760.

Nater	 4.0 4.5 59 65

Hachinery	 111,0 136.1 41B8 510D

Transportation
Me.nufaeturing	 125.0 144.0 3320 3800

Transportation	 75.6 90.0 4960 4800

Retail/rrholesale	 256.0 30010 25300 29600

ttrade

Chemicals	 84.9 104.0 1800 220D

(1)	 From Bureau nf LaSnr Statistics
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TABLE 10. COMPARxSOhl OE ENERCY REQUxREN1ENTS
UNDER VARIQUS CONSEftUATI0M . ACTLONS

ASSElMSHG DENfAEID FOR NATURAL GAS
' EIXED AT THE 1974 LEUEL

1984
( x10 758T1!' S)

Refined	 Natural
Act3on(8) Coal	 Petroleum	 gas

Base(1) 33.2	 48.9	 3219

sm 40.86	 ..41.6	 25.8

S and E (3) 36.0	 41.0	 23.2

E(4) 31.1	 43.2	 29,5

i'flta'i

115.2

114.2

102.2

1U3'8

(1) Base Case Bureau of Labor Statistics

(2) Substitution action (coal for oil and gas as discussed)

(3) 5ubstitution and lndustrial Efficiency Tnprovements

(4) Industrial £fficiency Improvements Only

TABLE 11.	 ESTIMATES QF SAYINGS FROM CON5ER11ATIaN
ACTIaNS xN SET C a

1985

( xI 0 1 'BTU' S )

	Consumption of re-^ Electricity	 Natural gas
fined petroleUm	 consumption	 consumption	 Tota3

1967 Base	 10.7	 1.2	 4.4	 16.3

1985 Estimated
Base b	 22.2.	 2.3	 8.7	 33.2

Savings c from
actions i'n	 1.78	 .24	 2.02
Set C

Savings in
coal	 .75

Total Savin.gs	 2.77

a] Actions considered were 100% increased in 14PO in 1985 and 25% increas2 in
appliance operating eff'iciency.in 1985,

b} Estimated by extrapoiating 1967 base aldng historical growth curve.

c) Savings were camputed by 'assuming standards affected 10% of the fleet
pf cars in 1985 and 25% of all app.liances in 1985.
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Table 10 describes the en4rgy ^'equlrements I^F the i'inal demand for
natural gas t^as he1d consi:^ini; at i,ts 1974. leyel. Ai: best Et 16% reduci;lon
rel ative to the 1985 base case can be achieved -- ai; a cast of 1% i n.terms
of GNP growth from 1980 to 1985. 

Exi;reme care should be used when assessing these numbers. Firsi;,
the proposed act7ons were made to impact iromediately wii:hin any one year.
A gradual scheduled shifi; would help moderate the impacts. Secondly,
all the feedbacks were noi: assessed vza an iterat7ve procedure. Reaction
to prices and output consl;raints was noir built into i:he model. Finally,
other energy sources were not fully accounted for.

It does appear, however, thai: because of the recent economic slump
and the reluctance to deregulate natural gas, conservation aimed at in-
creasing efficiency may help reduce consumption to approximately 104
quads by 1985.

Actions contained in sel: C were considered in the 1985 case only:
Table 11 presents rough estimai:es of the savings brought about by these
actions.

Summary

The previous tables character-ized estimates oi: the effectiveness of
a set of aci:ions in an economy moving along a historical growth curve.
Included with these numbers were esi;imates of some oi • the subsidiary
impacts. While it was recognized thai: more refinemeni; in the model is
required, iihe model:nevertheless uncov.ered cer.tain areas which deserve
close moniiioring =- among i;nem production in the transportai<ion, primary
metals, and machinery industries. Simulai;ing the model under various
sets of assumptions is necessary in order to assess the sensitivity of
the economy to certain impaci;s. Some variables which deserve ai:tenl;ton are;
energy indusi;ry capacity, steel output, prices, GNP growth, unemplflymenl;,
and aggregate demand. Impacts which result from a change zn governmeni;
spend7ng should also be analyzed. This is particular-ly important if irhe
government plans to underwrite research and developmeni; and;technology assess-
ment in the energy area. For example, the decision i;o go electric, using
nuclear and coal as primary fuels, implies a host of direci: and indirect
impacts tha-b need to be taken into accouni;.

W

7.2 ELECTRIFICATION - MID TERM (19$5 - 2000)	 N 7 6 _ 12469

^
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Elr,::i;rification is a set of actions and/or policies i;hat leads . to.an .
increasing proportion of total energy used in the form oi : eleci;ricii;y.
1'he electric ul;ility zndusi:ry is atrue energy delivery sy$i:em irt the precz5e -
meaning of the systems method. It is a major componenl; of irhe energy pic-
ture today and of every scenar'io of the foreseeable.future; As an energy', 
system the uttlii:y industry is controlled completely by i .ts sysi:em environ-
ment: i=uel suppliers, equipmenli suppl-iers, govErnmental regulations, and
consumption . habits.. In tho micf-i;erm, electri:city is the major alternative
to direci; use o-F scarce fossi't Juels.. Bleci:ri, ication` has been 'chosen for
an assessment_ of conservation impact_ because zt is almosi+_`bhe sole con-- 	 :
suliler o'^ coal a17d" nucl ear .pOweY', and becaus@ 21 ectr'Ica^ end use . can ^]e made.
to have higher overall e.fficiency i:han . many present direc.t. fuel us.es .	 g

`j
i
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The important actions within electrification exa,rrlined here are those with
the greatest impacts (coal and nuclear), the greatest technological re-
quirements (peak shavting and transmiss^on) and the greatest response from
the deci sion makers (economic heal th and growth of uti 1 iti es i n an era of
increasing energy costs).

Enerq,^v Industry Actions

Of direct interest in the electrification of the U.S. economy are
subactions taKen by the energy andustry itself. These, together with the
concurrent actions of the other sectors, will have s7gnif-icant impact on
the domestic energy future. The major actions discussed in this section
involve increasdd use of coal and nuclear fuels and the improvement of the
operations of e1ectric utilities.

°Increased Power Ceneration From Coal Action

The use of coa1 in the U.S. now and in the future represents an ideal
subject for a systems study. The final form of a coal economy is not deter-
mined now because of the many deve1oping technologies. A11 phases of the
coal industry are under reassessment.

F'ossil fuel power plant designs have shifted essentially 1001 to coal
in the last three years. There is strong support in Congress and FEA to
mandate retrofits wherever possible of both power plants and process
steam generators. This latter action is an outgrowth of the crisis atmos-
phere of the energy problem. In the long view, in an electrified economy,
the retrofitting of the existing plants will be a minor factor. There is
evidence that this retrofTtting will be delayed slightly by the too slow
expansion of coal suppl7es.

The largest requirement in conversion to coal is not the mining ., trains,
or equipment but environmental and health protection. This protection re-
quirement begins at the mine with health, safety and reclamation and con-
tinues to the disposal of the varied combustion products such as ash, dust,
suIfur compounds, toxic metals, carbon dioxide, and rejected heat. There
is some sentiment, prompted again by the crisis, to relax environmental
standards in or.der to facilitate the transition in the near term. This
essential requirement of cieaning up the coal system is projected to add
to the cost of coal-generated eiectricity and is the major obstacle to
implementing coal conversion. Along with many other elements of the energy
probl-em, the major design decisions necessary to determine an integrated
system are awaiting some near-term.and mid-term development results.

The scale of the materials handling problem assoczated with a coal
electric economy is staggering. This is compounded by the simple fact that
coal must be handled several more times in its fuel cycle than oil or gas.
Thus the first area of awaited deyelopments is in the transport of coal and
all the associated by-products. The transportatzon probiem is compiicated

a

^
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by the dispersed sources of the fuel and its concentrated consumers.
Materials handling is one of the factors driving coal conversion to liquid
or.gaseous form. Significant problems related to delivery, handling, and
storage of coal can be expected as plant sites become more scarce. A key
obstacle to retrofitting existing p]ants is the lack of space for stockpiles
and even access to railroads. Some of these problems will be reduced or
eliminated if economical conversion methods can be developed. Estimates
of the time for large-scale availability of coal intermediates is post-1985.

.An orderly development of a coal-electric s stem vrould suggest growth
sufficient to meet base 1oad growth (with nuclear untii intermediate
processes are deve1oped which can simplify the handling and pollution prob-
lems. xmplicit in such a suggestion is that a systems approach should be
applied in redesigning the energy industry to utility interface with all
of the transportation, land use, and pollution constraints applied. The
creation of very large scale coal-processing industries would generate an
industrial base to rival the present petroleum refining 7ndustry. The
relationship of this new intermediate industry to the fuel producers,
utilities, and new diversified companies has not been specified. It ti5 a
possible horizontal integration for any company in the energy industry and
a possible vertical integration for the utilities.

°Increased Use pf 1Vuclear Power Action

The success of the electrification strategy in energy conservation
will depend to a large extent on the participation of the nuclear energy
7ndustry during the near time frame.

The justification for generating e1ectricity from nuclear power is a
matter of economics and the desire to cflnserve fossil fuels for other
energy uses. The ratio of fuel cycle to total costs is lower for nuclear
than for fossil power plants. Thus, fossil generated electricity is more
sensitive to fuel price increases than nuclear. The energy content of the
high grade uranium in the U.S. is about four times as great as that of
oil, gas, and coal combined.

This action contemp1ates the growth of the nuclear energy industry
.in terms of l.ight l+fater Reactors (PWP.'s and BWR's), fueled with enriched
uranium (no plutonium recycle) and the liigh Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors.
The time frame considered for implementing nuclear power from LWRs and
HTCRs is the present through 1985. The reason for selecting this
time . frame is that there is sufficient information regarding nuclear power
growth without the necessity of introducing large uncertainties due to
extrapolations.

One of the major obstacles to achieye the projected nuciear industry
growth is nuclear plant delays and car,cellations. The factors responsible
for these delays are 1) equipment delivery delays, 2}equipment component
failures, 3) construction labor and equipment manufacturer employees
strikes, 4) rescheduling difficu1ties with associated facilities, 5)
changes in regulatory procedures, 6} prolonged regulatory procedures..
7)legal changes at federa1 and local level, U) challenges by intervenors
at federa1 and local 1eve1, g ) material shortages, lfl) low productivity
of labor, 11).weather conditions, and 12) shortages of construction labor.

r
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Capital cost escalation is in part responsible for some power plant
cance1lations. Costs have risen from $240/KWe for plants commissioned
in 1969 to about $750 to $800/KWe in 1975 for plants scheduled for completion
in the early 1980s.

°Improved Gperation of Public Utilities Action

Since the action as stated is very complex, a basic distinction wi11
be made at the outset. Although the two are very strongiy interrelated,
the technology and economics of utility operations are dealt with separately.
Logically, the former is included in the latter.

The electrical utilities are facing many challenges resulting from
ri5ing costs of generator fuel and deteriorating load factor (average load/
peak load.) The load factor is particularly important because capital
reguirements are driven by peak loads, whereas revenues are derived from
total load. This situation forces utilities to retain older, inefficient
generators to meet peak loads, or to acquire relatively expensive new
peak generators (ty ically simple cycle turbines inefficien-bly burning
scarce fossil fuels^ for peaking purposes.

Load-shaping tet.hnology is concerned with the maximizat7on of the
use of the more efficient base-ioad generators by minimizing load peaks
through the app1ications of such technology as storage devices, powQr pools,
shaping of a utility's load curve through cooperative action with affected
customers. Indirect methods involve creating customer inducement to shift
demand away from system pea , leaving to the individual customer controi
over the extent to which his particular load at system peak is reduced.
Uirect methods of load management vest a smalier degree of load choice in
the customer, while giving the utility direct controi over certain protions
of its load. WhilE the customer may retain some power to decide his ioad,
rince he does place a ioad on definable service, he relinquishes immediai;e
control over the supply of eiectricity to that load.

Actions In Other Sectors

A stra-begy as broad as electrification involves significant inter-
action among the sectors. In this section, the most important actions
in industry, transportation and residential/commercial will be considered.

°Industry Actions

The justification of electrification within industry is primarily a
matter of shifting from direct fuel use. There are process areas which
can make changes that decrease energy use, such as furnace technology in
the steel ref-ining industry.



The industria'i sector i.s the largest user of electrica1 energy,
acco^nting for 70 percent of conSumpti .on i. rt 1972. The wide range o •f power
uses, coupled wzth the relatiyely large blocks o-F power used by indus•L•r•ial
customers, suggests many possible load managemen'G techniques. Three aspects
o •F 1 oad 1 evel i ng exi st :

°Interruptible power
;

°Permanent sh7fting of loads to o •Ff-peak so that times of peatc 	 !
power use do not coincide w7th utility's peak demand

°Peak self-generation or storage of energy during off-peak periods	 !
for use in peatc per7ods.

It is obvious that the extent to which these techniques (or some com- 	 i
bination) are applicable to a specific industry must be determined by some
in-depth analysis.

^

°Transportat •ion Actions

Many important areas o •F impact are •Found in the transportation sector.
These inciude fixed-rail systems, battery-operated systems and alternate
fuels made from electricity.

°Residential/Commercial Actions

The princTple change here is the adoption . of heat pumps and limited
therma1 storage.

Conseryation Feed6ack And Tmpacts

The question has been pending whether or not electrification implies
conservation. This can be answered with reference to the three modes of '
conservation.

Tf electrification is built largely on coal and nuclear fuels,
then it -wi11 achieve conservation tnrough substittttinn for 	 k
domestically scarce fuels.

Given the 60-70% energy con yersion losses of power plants, the
use of efficient eiectric devices such as the electric furnace,
electric car and eiectric heat pump can pawt7ally ma{ce up for them.

^

If coal and uranium are in hign demand due to the scarcity of 	 q
oiiher i'uels and rig7dities in productz:on and conti rprs-ion, then
the price of ..electriclty most lzkely w-i7l . increase relatively
more than other prices. This w•ill cause a reducti`an in the
consumption of electricity.-	

^
,.
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The major area of conservation appears to be thAt of subsi;itufion for
oil (especially imported oii) and gas. Power plant conversion ei=ficiencies
apparently cann.ot be easily improved in both the technological and economic
senses. i'hia average coa .l and nuclear plani;s are respectiveiy about 40%
and 33% eff7icient. I'he rest of the energy is essentially lost in Lhe preseni;
system. The degree i:o which these losses are made up by electric devices
depends, of course, on how technically efficient they can become and how
widespread i;heir use. Conservation by curtailed end-use may be motivated
by higher electricity prices, but will depend on a myriad of oi:her forces.
AIthough the latter are discussed in several other places throughout this
report, no assumptions about them will be made here.

The major impacts of electrification in the energy industry ttself are
avell-knQwn. Among l:hem are:

°Topographical disruptfon will result from strip mining and
deep mining.

°Labor will shift to coal and aranium regions and to electric
industry-related occupations.

°7he transportation of fuels will be accomplished to a greatet,
extent by improved railroad systems.

Electrification wili mean a pro1iferation of power plants. Some
effects associated with these are:

°Pressure on money markets if the capital-intensive public
uti7ities are not able to obtain internal financing.

°Siting problems caused by waste heat and other discharges into
the surrounding air and water.

°Increased rights-o-F-way needed by transmission-l-ines causing
esthetic problems.

Recommendations For Electrification

°Create a nore stable base for future coal, nuclear and hydro
generated electrificat7on of the economy, as an alternative to
the direci; combustion of scarce fossil fuels.

°Increase efficiency such that by 1985 the annual growth rates
of eiectricity usage (ICWh) and peak demand (KW) should be cut
fYom i:heir historical s,^ven perceni; i:o no more than five percent
and four percent respectively.

°8y 1985 the average load factor shouid be improved from the
preseni; 62 percent to about 69 percent.

^
^

^
^i

^
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°Expand transmission system interconneci;ions (power pobls) to
improve effxciency, reduce the requi.remeni; for inefficieni: peak-
load generators and iro maximize -^he use of Znstal;id capacity..

°Provide conservaiiion mer7t awards and widespread publicii;y
for those utilities whict; have taken posii;ive actions to reduce
inefficiencies in the generation, disi:ribution, and end use of
e1 ectric-ity.

°Perform an analysis of the poteni;ial for improving efficiencies
of installed electric power -generators, as we1Z as improv7ng
state-of-the-art conversion efficiencies of new plani;s.

°Encourage mixed heating systems where the relative proportions
o-F sitorage and direct heating are set to minimize capital plus
operating cosi"s, and to avoid the uneconomical design of a heat
pump to supply peak heating demand on the co1dest days of the
year.

°Adopt an off-peak tarif-F for storage heairing on a separate circuit
with separate metering.

°Aevelop mei:hods and equipment which wou1d permii; wor[c on
energized overhead and underground conductors to he performed
rapidly with maximum safety to workmen.

°Initiate programs to improve communications and interchange
of personnel between the academic community and the electrical
util7ty industry.

°Perform extensive studies to determine relationship between
energy price and the amount of energy usad (elasticity si;udies).
Studies should include: elasticity by class of servzce, and by
states or appropriate regions of the nation.

°Qevelop detailed information on the cost of service by cusi:omer
class and by time of day (for example: on . or of-F peak.)

°Study the roles of the tax and regulatory systems in perpel;uating
or changing demand patterns by means of depreciation polticies,
depletion aIlowances, tax subsidies, zoning regulations, and
buiiding codes.

°Establish comprehensYve research programs directed toward the
develapment of understanding of the determinants of energy demand.
This will shed the light on th.e faci;ors which dei;ermine ecoraomic
el asi:iciti es of demand, and al so i 11 ,_,mi nate the rel ai:i onshi p
between energy use and standard of living.

°Support demonstration projects for cryoresistive 80° K systems.

;
^
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°Establish applied research on properties of cryogenic materia1s
(dielectrics; supey•conductors to operate above 12° K). ,

°Support engineering development . of: fmproved cryogenic insula-
tion; reliable installation techniques; officient, more reliable
and less expensive cryogenic refrigeration.

°Establish demonstration pro3ects of AC & DC superconducting
systems.^
°Explore development o-f cryogenic terminal equipment.

°Use ,iybrid systems such as maraging steel flywheels for re-
;	 generative energy storage. This would save losses during braking

downhill and/or to a stop. More important, it wouid help pro--
'	 vide the added power needed for acceleration and going up grade.
iThis rrieans a smaller size requirement and also 1ower peak demand

-- a vital factor concerning rates from the Electric utility.

°To capitalize on electrification, the railroads could own and
dperate eiectric trucks and material-handling equipment at
each terminal. In this fashion, they c4uld move the goods to
the customers' doors and thus capture freight business now
handled by trucking firms.

°In the passenger reaim, promote use of the auto train. In this
manner, the passenger's automobfle (perhaps electric) would go
along with him. He would not refrain from riding the train
simply because he needed his car at his destination. ^

°As an alternate and/or supplement to the above, the railroads
could doubtless attract more passengers ii • they could provide
a Iow-priced auto rental (probably electric) at each terminal.
Again, the passenger wouid have the advantage of fiexible duto-
motive transportation at his destination'without the expense 	 3
and fatigue of the Iong driving trip on the highway. Furthermore,
this would overcome the disadvantage of the short cruising radius	 2?
of the Plectric automobile.

7.3 DIVERSIFICATION - FAR TERM (2000 - 	 )	
N76  12470

Diversif-ication is essentially a policy; its primary thrust is to
maximize the total number of viable energy system types in every sector.
Diversification, -bherefore, implies conservation through substitution
for sca'rce energy resources. Its philosophical underpinnings reflect an
awareness of social, polxt^ical, envlronmental, and economic d7fficulties
inherent in a program of energy system concentration and seeks systemati-
cally td avoid them.

:Diversification, on the other hand, is not an overall energy conser-
•vation poI icy.. It does not exp1 icitly pursue methods i =or' curtailment of

-	 ^
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energy use; it ddes, howe yer, a4dyocate that energy resources be used more
^	 wisely and to that extent is compatible with any program wh,zch emphasizes

curtailment and greater efficiency.

Dfversification implies a desire for the future development of a
variety of sources, or at least a reduction in the uncertainties concerning
a variety of sources, so that opt-ions for choice will be available when
decisions need to be made. ER pA in its first National Plan echos this pur-
view by suggesting that one of its goals will be to shorten the energy
system maturation cycle from the historical 60 years to 30 or less.

Systems Approach To Diyersification

6efore a decision can be made as to the desirability of pursuing
diversif7cation, a systematic study of diversification should be undertaken.
There.are several requirements or aspects of diversification i<hat must be
studied. These include:

°The fuel mix and end use patterns for v.awious alternative diversi-
fication plans. The set of energy systems which mafce up a
program oi' diversification should include:

Coal
Oil
Naturai gas
Oi 1 shal e
Riomass
Waste
Nuclear fission
Nuclear fusion

Integrated systems
Photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Geothermal
Hydro-electric
Thermal gradients
Solar heating/cooling
Wind

°The current status of diversification

°The advantages and disadvantages of diversification (1'he impacts
of diversification)

°The constraints and criteria

°The diversifi'cation actions and their cantrols

°The means . for implementing the chosen diversification strategy

Adyaritaqes

The fundamental justification for an energetic diversification grogram
is reflected in the overall advantages which it offers. As will be seen
.in the sections below, these advantages are potent3ally enormous.
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" °Competition

^	 A healthy economy presupposes vigorous compet-ition. The diversification
^	 program lays a foundation for encouraging competition

;
^	 between suppliers,

1•	 between utilities,

between energy hardward manufacturers, and

between producers of energy using equipment.

I`	 It may, if fact; be possible, through increased competitiveness,
a	 to effect a reduction in the cost of imported petroleum. This would follow

if the world demand for OPEC oil declined, however, the potential results may
be even more drabiatic. A demonstration of the feasibiiity of a variety of
alternate energy technologies could pose a potential economic chalienge to
OPFC nations, but moro important i•or the near term, it would obviate argu-

^	 ments internal to some OPFC nations that running out of oil is tantamount
^	 to runriing out of energy altogether.

°Crisis Situations

Problem areas which could be favorably atfected by divers-ii •ication are
those developing from:

Tndustry-wide labor disruptions. A mult-itude of -industries
makes it difficult to affect energy supplies nationwide.

Monopolistic pract-ices and pressures. Diverse supplies and
suppliers would foster competition.

Foreign embargos and price tncreases. Self-dependence is
possibie in the long run.

Shortages of specific fuel types. Shorta.ges would have reper-
cussions, but not of the magnitude we are presently experiencing.

Mechanical breakdowns with system-wide consequences. A complete
breakdown in one energy sdpply would not neces.sarily af-Fect
other supplies.

Unforeseen zmpediments to technological development. Pursuing
a singie (or few) promising supply sources might not .'pan out',
and would leave us with nothXng for the future.

The first three crisis-related adva,ntages listed above are political
in nature and generally reflect a decentralizatlon of the power base
within the energy arena. The latter two listed advantages are derived
from difi:used technology.

;
;
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°Local Energy Productzon

The patential for utilizing resources proximate to the point at which
the energy will be used suggests at least three consequences:

Decreases transportation and transmission distances

Contributes to regional self-sufficiency

Feeds energy dollars back into the Tocal economy

°Decentra1ized Plant Locations

Extravagant energy-producing schemes envisage massive deveiopments
of the resources within a concentrated area. Along with the other dif-
ficulties, this wi17 cause rapid and extensive population buiidups within
the immediate area and is likely to result in hostility and major resistance
among local citizenry. This, in turn, has the potential of impeding the
progress of a development. Diversification, because of its emphasis on
decentraiization, Iays a basis for the interruption of this trend.

°Long Range Fnergy Policy

Historica7ly, littie attention has been given to mid-term and far-
term energy policy. Many proponents of mono-energy, rlear-term solutions
have effective7y shut the door on future aiternatives since undue attention
to immediate needs can depr3ve future alternat-ives of an adequate technolo-
gica1 base. In this respect, a program of diversification can enhance the
prospects for future energy development and long range energy policy.

°Fnvironmental Overloads

!	 A reasonable prospect exists for extensive environmental disruptions
of a-single type from a single energy source. There are very few, if any,

;I	eneryy systems wh7ch do not affect flora, fauna, air or water in some
detrimental fashion, but by diversifying the na-bion's ener{gy supplies it

^	 may be possible to spread out these effects and thereby reduce the overall
magnitude of environmental impacts.

Ma,Zor Criteria

There are three important criteria by wh-ich a d-iversification program
should be judged:

°Encourage the use of a varlety of energy systerns. Those systems
which use energy and those which produce it should be understood

^J
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as an integrated whole, This does not imply arbitrary diyersi-
i•ication, or diver!iificatzon at any cost; it does entail over-
coming major economic constraints.

°Encourage the development of non-petroleum sources. This does
not mean eliminating petroleum based energy systems, but it does
mean using them more selectively.

°Tailor an energy source to its use. Some of the factors which
need to be considered are thermodynamic, geographic, demographic,
biological and meteorological.

Major Constraints

For each alternative approach to diversification there is a spectrum
of constraints. It is des-irable to introduce an alternative into those
situations wherd the constraints are minimai. Therefore, prudence dictates
that it be ascertained what constraints might be encountered before an
action is initiated. Most constraints are specific to an action; neverthe-
less, there are two gross factors which are likely to inhibit any susta-ined
program of diversification or any action which tenus to promote diversifi-
cation:

°Perceived cost ineffectiveness due to lack of economy of scale.
Whether cost effectiveness does in fact prove to be an inhibitory
factor is not the whole issue. The important thing is that
industry ma y assume that it 'Is. A great deal of recalcitrance
to any kind of change derives from arguments that economic
feasibility depends upon extensive and intensive concentration.

°Vested interests of energy producers and energy related hardware
manufacturers. It is likely, of course, that such industries
can participate in, and can be initiators of, diversffication.
However, conservation industria1 inertia would have to be over-
come before diversification could be effected.

The Road To Diversification

The congress has taken a first step to examining diversification 	 1
possibi.lities; PL. 93-577 (the Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research and Develop-
ment Act of 1974) constitutes a congressional mandate to explore a diverse
array of potential energy sources. Section 3(a) of PR 93-577 states: 'r

"It is the policy of the Congress to develop on an urgent basis 	 i
the technologica.l capabilities to support the broadest range
of energy policy, opti.ons through conservation and use of domestic
resources by socially and enyironmental1y acceptable means."

Section 6 of Pl. 93-577, along with P!. 93-438, requ-ires that ERDA
present to the Congress on or before June 30, 1975,--with updating there-
after, a comprehensive p1a6 iior energy research, dpvelopment, and demonstratian.
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The filrst such plan was deiivered to Congress by Mr. Seamans on June 28, and
is {chown as ERDA-48.

These first steps must be followed by others to se1ect a diversifica-
tion strategy that will permit man to satisfy wants and needs in harmony
with nature.

^ ^ ^,^ 47 1 8. C1TIZENS` ACTIONS
N

Citizens are consumers, and in such a role they are a vital cog in
the energy machine. Consuming takes energy for direct actions
such as traveling to work, going on vacation, using lights and appiiances,
and cooking. Tt also takes energy indirectly in producing consumer goods
arid providing an existence that is felt to be viable. In short, citizens
use energy and they a1so have the potential to save energy. In fact, they
must conserve energy if the nation is serious in its attempt to reduce
foreign oiI imports. But the taslc may not be easy. The majority of the
seminar speakers for the 1975 Summer FacuIty FelloWship Program, who in-
cidentally were a representative cross-section of upper class Middle
America, were quite sympathetic with energy conservation and the need to
save. Flence, the need for a quaiifying note--they were sympathetic, but
on1y if it didri't mean a change in their life style. is this possib1e?
Can we, as citizens, indeed save significant amounts of energy without
disrupting a consumptive life styie?

There are ways that cit-izens can save energy, individually and in
groups. The potential savings are significant, but the actual savings
achieved may be quite smail. The citizen needs to be motivated to save
and to believe in a conservation ethic. Developing such an ethic is dif-
ficult, and perhaps not responsive to the shotgun approach now being attempted.
Perhaps a future synopsis of the present situation will reveal that Ameri-
cans failed in their post embargo attempt to conserve, and that the true
course of action should have been one of synthesizing new societai struc-
tures that provide the maximum evolution of culture within the limitations
of scarce energy resources.

Barriers To Conservation

A variety of barriers exist against citizens implementing an effective
conservation program. Some of these barriers are discUssed in the para-
graphs be1ow.

°Credfbiliiry Gap

Many people have indicated that perhaps one of the large barriers to
obta,ining . significant savings zn energy consumption is the credzbility gap
between producers and consumers. For example, the widely voiced opinion
that the spfraling cost of gasolin-e is the result of a rip-off by the oi1
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„ companies certainly does not enhance i;hb conservation ethic.

°Consumptive Lifestyles

The 1i fesi;yl os of Meri can hatisehol ds are di ro-ci;ly refl ected by
household energy users. For the past 25 years iihese developit^g lifestyles
have been based on rising real incomes and stable or failing energy costs.
Now that i:he tide has turned, ri s-ing energy costs must have an effect on
lifestyles.

°Ynverted Rate Si;ructure

The existing utility ratc structure obviously does not enoou'rage cohw
servation =- the more you use, i;he cheaper the rate. perhaps signifi-
cant 

.
savi hgs mi ght resul t i fthe rate structures were revi 5ed so ti1at

the rate was sct higher'fo'r consumption above a spdcified level. In this
case, c6nsumers migint watch their meter each Month in an attempt to Eceep
i;heir consumption at a specified level.

°Fuel Costs

On the other hand, if fuel costs were to decline, consumption would
probably return -Eo the exponential growth curves prevalent pribr to the
embargo. Thus, 1ow fuel costs are an obvious barrier to energy conservatioh.

°Initial Costs Compared To Life Cycle Costs

Consumer buying patterns are decidely affeci;ed by initial costs. A
major consideration of one item over another -is the initial cosii of each.
An appliance that is energy eff-icient, but costs more, is difficult iro
market simply because the consumer is not'interpsi;ed zn or is unaware of
life--cycie costing. Dducating the consumer to 

'
he advantage of life-cycle

costing may be a monumentous task,.but one that is wori;hwhile from a con-
servation point nf view.

Conservai;ion Incentives

A vaYiei:y of incentives for saving energy have bderi idchi;ified.
Several o'F these are mentioned in i:he following sUb-seci:ions. .

°Time To Develop Alternatil+es

One very important aspect of citizens' actions is that they represent
a viable means.of. brtidging irhe shori; term perifld uni;il alternate energy
sources 5eeome available.
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°Scarcity Qf Fuels

flne obvious reasor► for conserYing foss'il fuel s 7s to extend the 1 i fe-
time of the finite supplies of these fuels so that they will continue to
be avazlable for unique uses for which they are suited.

Neduction Of Dependence On Imports

Reducing consumption of oil and natural gas would result in a decline
in imports of these expensive fossil fuels.

°Decreasing Environmental Follution

Another problem emerging from the energy crisis is i:he apparent con-
f1ict between environmental protection and energy production. For examp1e,
burning coal creates numerous environmental problems, including air pollu-
tion resulting from the release of sia1fur dioxide and particulates. Thus,
by reducing consumption, there would be a reduction in particulates, carbon
dioxide, and waste heat -- all of which are known to have environmental
impacts.

present Approaches

Actions by citizens to conserve energy may be individua' actions or
group actions. 7hey may be voluntary or mandated. So far, voluntary action
has been encouraged through educational programs by citizen groups, State
and local governments, and the Federal government. Educational programs
based on economic aspects appear to'be effective. Other programs, based
on an appeal to'a conservation ethic, appear to be accepted but not adopted.

One may force or mandate participation in conservation by enacting
laws to accomplish some of 'bhe following kinds of actions:

°Establish differential rate structures so that.the base rate may
be relatively inexpensive, but additional consumptfon is priced
s7gnificantly higher. This escalator clause should encourage
consumers to watch their meters and reduce consumption to stay
within the base rate.

°Force consumers to drive smaller cars or drive less by restricting
gasoiine consumption.

°Encourage support of public transit by restricting parking.

°Prohibit further use of ornamental gas lights and pilot iights.

The educatinnal approach may turn out to be the most effective since
any comprehensive proposal for energy conservat-ion wi11 include actions that
w311 result in a change in life style.

;

Î
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Cnncl usion ' and . ltecommendatzons for Ci.ti.zen's Actions

Several major ideas on energy conseryation haye been expressed in
ECASTAR. First, a conservat'ion actfon shouid be proposed or mandated only
after ii: is properly assessed, i.e., a systematic study should be made to
dei:ermine the requxrements for, the alternatives to, and the'impacts of
implementing such an action. For exampie, consider that a consumer parks
the car and rides his bicycle to work every day. Obviously, he is saving
energy in the form of gasoiine. On the other hand, a more detailed assess-
ment should ask the question,"What does he do with the money he saves?"
Whether he saves it or spends it, energy wfll be required to provide for the
freed monies, l:f the consumer is armed wtith specific information, he can
purposefully direci: the money saved by bicycling so that he does realize
a net savings in energy. The point is that he must be made aware of the
possible impacts of not spending the savings wisely.

A second point concerns the comment made by many that the only way to
have people conserve is to ;et prices rise. In other words, if gasoline
prices rise slfficiently htgh, people wi11 no longer be waaiting in line to
purchase this expensive commodity. However, before deciding to decontrol
the price of oil and gas, one should try to assess the various impacts of
such an action. 1=or example, rising costs may indeed reduce consumptiun,
but what about the effect on the poor? Since the percentage of their in-
come spent on energy is graater, they are impacted much harder. In ad-
dition, there is probab1y very little they can do about reducing their
consumption. Viable alternatives for dealing with the poor would need to
be identified and assessed before the action is taken.

9, SUMMARY AND CCNSMENT

ECASTAR presents a methodology foz• a systems approach to energy
conservation actions and their potentials and impac-bs in the United States.
It was necessary for the ECASTAR group to choose from the broad spectrum of
meanings foi^ conservation. The first step tin such a choice was to ranF
constraints and to choose a segment of conservation compatible with the
highest ranked constraints. The constraints which were recogn-ized as the
most directly influencing the course of the United States' energy program

r	 were the present economic and technical conditions. It may seem trite to
say that wliich will probably occur will do so because it is economica1ly
attractive and technically feasible. However, tvith a topic as personal
and subjective as alterations of energy consumption patterns, a rigorous
study of alternatives is not limited merely to ti •iose with quantitative
perfflrmance criteria. It is clearly recognizer" that a systems approach to
an economic and technlcal objective encompasses wQll founded goals aimed
at establishing permanent equtiibrium between man and man and between man
and nature. Flence, the definit1on oi r energy conservation was: The result
of any action that improves the energy situation in the United States.

;
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^ Unresolved IsSUes

In the course of this study many unresolyed issues faci;ng the nation have
been identified. However, solvi,ng the debate concerning these issues was

{	 ,judged to be outside the scope oi• the ECASTAR report. An identification
^	 and discussion of aeveral of these important issues follows.

°Consumpxive Lifestyies vs. Conservation Ethic

To a iarge extent, typicai energy users are not aware that their homes,
cars, businesses, and indusi;ries are wasting energy. This is partially
true because energy has been too cheap.

;
°Environmental Standards vs. Fnergy Conservation

i

^

	

	 Some of the conflicts between energy conservation and environmental
standards are obvious. N9any of the environmental protection schemes either
use more energy than before or rule out the possibilities of" conservation
modes.

°Capital Availability

The question of the avaifabilzty of the capital required to install
necessary environmental equipment and implement conservation measures
simultaneously has not been answered. Some experts argue that capital
is always available -- at a price. What is the price? Is the nation will-
ing to pay that price?

°Decentralization And Vertical Integration vs Centralization

past trends toward increasing centralization of energy generation
have been accompanied by increasing controis. Many people feel that the
time has come for a closer looK at various schemes for decentralization.

°Fuel Rich Regions vs. Fuel Poor Regions

The recent enactment of a Louiszana law permitting the state the option
of retainiitg 20% of their gas production for sale within the state rather
than ship;aing the gas out of the state (with severance tax) points out o
developing conflict between the energy produc-ing states and the energy
import7ng states. The resoiution of this conflict requires care-Ful
assessment and considerable mediation.

°Supply vs. End Use Conservai;ion ,

Energy conservation to rnost, peopie means increasing efficiency or

curtaili 'ng use: Increasing efficiency and good housekeeping measures

^
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result Zn a t^educt7on in consujuptton with few lifesi;yle changes. Therefore,
these conservati,on actlons have constderable support. On the other hand,
reducing consumption i.n the fina1 demand sector toay, even though it does
not have public support, have potentially grea,ter savings. The impacts of

;	 such actions must be assessed.

°f.ife Cycle Costing vs. Initial Cost

The American consumer, in general, is concerned oniy with the initial
cost of an item. In the past he has been largely unconcerned with the
operating cost or the lifetime of the appliance, In the future, the
consumer must be made aware of life cycle costing and the benefits derived
from paying the h-igher front end cost.

°Mandatory Savings vs. Voluntary Savings

Many people feeZ that the potential for reducing energy consumption
is great but that voluntary actions may not produce these savings. Per-
haps only mandated conservation actions will produce the desired savinys.

°f.abor Intensive vs Capital Intensive

In the past rnany labor intensive tasks have been replaced with
expensive equipment ber>ause the life cycle costing revealed that buying and
operating capitai inf,ensive equipment would be less expensive than employ-
ing a large, number of employees. As fuel costs rise, this trade off may
flip the other ivay, i.e., iabor intensive operations may be less expensive
than operating expensive machinery with expensive fuel. 1'he ramifications
of this substitution-need to be explored.

°Price Control . vs. Free Market

The market system as it exists in the U.S. cannot be charactdrized
as a purely competitive (or free) market. The energy market is no
exception.

Recommendations

While there are many unresolved issues concerning energy conservation,
the ECASTAR group recommends the following points.

°Provide Action/Itnpact Assessment

Many conseryaticin actions haYe been proposed . -- i:ew have been subjected
to a thorough analysis. A conservation action needs to be assessed before'

it is implemented.

^
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°Establish Regional Energy Centers

The ECASTAR group recommends that regXonal energy study and analysis
centers be established throughout the nati.on. 	 The function of these
centers would be to:

°I]evelop energy and energy conservation programs suitable for
^ the region

^̂ °Coordinate national energy programs in the regions

' °Advise State and local governments and provide feedback to
^
^

the Federa7 Government

i °Assess impacts of energy programs and actions
^

^ °Collect, analyze, store and disseminate national and regional
i; data and information
F

^ °Coordinate and conduct studies and prcgrams with all sectors of
i
;

society and citizens' groups

If these centers were federally funded and freedom of action was en-
couraged, a different mix of people might become involved in the energy

f problem.	 Assemb1ing inter-disciplinary groups of people interested in
energy but having no vested interest in the problem might provide a fresh

` perspective for energy problems.

>
°Improve Technology Art7culation With Covernment

;
The group urges that a climate be created which will enhance the

articulation between persons and institutions directly responsible for
E technical inventions and those responsible for creating the laws of the
^ society.

i issues dealing with energy supply and conservation are among our
most contemporary examples of the interrelationships between technoiogy,

^ science and the political process. 	 Unfortunate1y, it appears as if the
communication links between the	 technical inventors	 (engineers and

` scientists) and the "social inventars" (legislators) are but wealc and
' tenuous and in need of strengthening.

;	 °Design Total Ehergy Systems
,

There are many other trends apparent -in our society at thYs time
^	 which suggest that now is the time to looK broadly at alternative energy
^	 systems. Une area which perhaps needs to be given more attention from a

systems analysis and technology assessme.nt point of view is the design
^	 of total energy systems which are decentral-ized and wh-ich return autonamy

in energy source to individuals or smaller znstitutional entities such as
^	 neighborhoods, ctttes or regions. Illustratzve of such systems are the

Modular Integrated Utility Systems (MIUS) which are presently being

^

^e=e
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explored by Housing and llrban peye1qpmant (fiUA) and N1^SA. Developments in
solar, wi. nd, trash 6urning aind other'enerq^- 5yai;ems mi,gYtt produce (with
additional R and 13) yery frpii;ful , economically feas^xbi e decentral i zed total

,	 energy sysi:ems for our fuiiure.

°Uti 1i ze Exi sti ng Systems Approach Experti se

As the results o-F the research and developmeht and dai:a colleci:ion
program accumulate, the need for a way to integrate all thzs ini'ormation
becomes evident. Large systems planning is required. One way to organize
this mass of data is to formulate a methodology for integrating the diver-
sity of information from ERDA, FEA, the proposed regional. energy centers,
etc. This methodology could provfde an integrated energy systom that is
badly needed by the country. it would heip in estab1ishing priorities
for research funding, in formulating national energy policy, and in p'rfl =
viding a constant iterai;ive process for refining the data. The cooppraicion
oi= organizations'and institutions with expertise in the systems appro.ach
and technology assessment methodoloqy would be needed to initiai:e such a
program fior long range planning for the nation.
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